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1. PUBPOSE. This Advisory Circular (AC) provides an acceptable means, but not the 
only means, of ensuring co11pl 'lance with the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) 
regarding the evaluation and qualification of all training devices in which flight 
training, qualification, or certification of airmen under Title 14, Code of Federal 
Regulations is accomplished. These devices are referred to in this docu~ent and other 
documents published by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as "flisht trainins 
devices." This AC specifies the criteria to be used by the FAA when qualifying a 
device and determining what the qualification level should be. While these guidelines 
are not mandatory, they are derived from extensive FAA and industry experience in 
determining compliance with the pertinent FAR. Mandatory terms used in this AC such 
as "shall" or "must'' are used only in the sense of ensuring applicability of this 
particular method of compliance when th.e acceptable method of compliance described 
herein is used. Applicable regulations must also be referenced to assure compliance 
with the provisions herein. This AC does not change regulatory requirements or create 
additional ones, and does not authorize changes in, or deviations from, resulato~y 
requirements. Thf! provisions of the FAR are controlling. This document does not 
interpret the regulations. Interpretations are issued only under established agency 
procedures. This AC applies only to the evaluation and qualification of flight 
training devices described in this paragraph and further defined in paragraph 6b. 
Guidance for the evaluation of simulators Js published inAC 120-40, Airplane Simulator 
Qualification, as amended. 

2. CANCELLATION. AC 120-45, Advanced Training Devices (Airplane Only) Evaluation 
and Qualification, dated Hay 11, 1987, is cancelled. Operators having acquisition or 
upgrade projects in ~rogress on the effective date of this AC have 90 days from the 
effective date to notify the National Simulator Program Manager {NSPM) of those 
projects which the operator desires to complete under the provisions of AC 120-45. 
AC 61-66, Annual Pilot in Co11111and Proficiency Checks, dated November 2, 1973, is 
cancelled since its provisions are superseded by this AC and otber newly published FAA 
guidance and directives. 

~. RELATED FAR SECTIONS. FAR Part 1; FAR Sections 61.57, 61.58, and 61.157; FAR 
Part 61 Appendix A; FAR Section 63.39; FAR Part 63 Appendix C; FAR Sections 121.407, 
121.409, 121.439, and 121.441; Special Federal Aviation Regulation 58; FAR Part 121 
Appendices E, F, and H; FAR Sections 125.285, 125.287, 125.291, and 125.297; FAR 
Part 127; and FAR Sections 135.293, 135.297, 135.323, and 135.335. 

4. REI,ATED RF.ADING MATERIAL. AC 120-28C, Criteria for Approval of Category III 
Landing Weather Minima; AC 120-29, Criteria for A~~roving Category I and Category II 
Landing Minima for PAR 121 Operators; AC 120-358, I.ine Operational Simulations: Line
Oriented Flight Training, Special Purpose Operational Training. Line Operational 
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Evaluation; AC 120-41, Criteria for Operational Approval of Airborne Wind Shear 
Alerting and Flight Guidance Systeas; AC 120-46, Use of Advanced Training Devices 
(Airplane Only); and appropriate sections of FAA Order 8400.10, Air 
Transportation Operations Inspector's Handbook, and of FAA Order 8700.1, General 
Aviation Operations Inspector's Handbook. 

5. INTRODUCTION. 

a. The primary objective of flisht trainins is to provide a means for 
flight crewaembers to acquire the skills and knowledse necessary to perform to 
a desired safe standard. Flight simulation provides an effective, viable 
environment for the instruction, demonstration, and practice of the maneuvers 
and procedures (called training events) pertinent to a particular airplane and 
crewmember position. Successful completion of flisht training is validated by 
appropriate testing, called checking events. The complexity, operatins costs, 
and operating environment of modern airplanes, together with the technological 
advances made in flight simulation, have encouraged the expanded use of training 
devices and simulators in the training and checking of flight crewmembers. These 
devices provide more indepth training than can be accomplished in the airplane 
and provide a very high transfer of skills, knowledge, and behavior to the 
cockpit. Additionally, their use results in safer flight training and cost 
reductions for the operators, while achieving fuel conservation, a decrease in 
noise and otherwise helping maintain environmental quality. 

b. The FAA has traditionally recognized the value of training devices and 
bas awarded credit for their uae in the completion of specific trainina and 
checking events in both general aviation and air carrier flight training progr8118 
and in pilot certification activities. Such credits are delineated in FAR 
Part 61 and Appendix A of that part; FAR Part 121, including Appendices E and F; 
and in other appropr late sources such as handbooks and guidance docwaents. These 
PAR sources, however, refer only to a "trainins device," with no further 
descriptive information. Other sources refer to training devices in several 
categories such as Cockpit Procedures Trainers, Cockpit Systems Simulators, 
Fixed Base Simulators (commonly referred to as CPT, CSS, and FBS, respectively), 
as well as other descriptors. These categories and names have had no standard 
definition or design criteria within the industry and, consequently, have 
presented communications difficulties and inconsistent standardization in their 
application. Furthermore, no single source guidance document has existed to 
categorize these devices, to provide qualification standards for each category, 
or to relate one category to another in terms of capability or technical 
complexity. As a result, approval of these devices for use in training programs 
has not always been equitable. 

c. Recent events have demanded that standard categories and definitions 
be developed and that improved guidance for use of trainina devices be provided. 
These demands have evolved from: 

(1) Efforts to develop improved handbooks for FAA inspector&. 

(2) The development of a standard method for determining differences 
training and type rating requirements. 

(3) Rulemaking projects which require clear definitions and standards . 

2 Par 4 
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(4) The obvious need within industry and government for an ability 
to communicate clearly concerning training devices, including their required 
standard,; and permitted use in the training and checking of airmen. 

d. In coordination with a broad cross section of the aviation industry, 
the FAA has defined seven levels of flight tra1ning devices, Level 1 through 
Level 7. Level 1 is currently reserved. Levels 2 and 3 are generic in that they 
are representative of no specific airplane cockpit and do not require reference 
to a specific airplane. (.evels 4 through 7 represent a specific cockpit for the 
airplane represented. Within the generic or specific category, each higher level 
of flight training (levice is progressive)y more complex. Because of the increase 
in cor~~plexi ty and more demanding standards when progressing from Level 2 to 
Level 7, there is a continuum of technical definition across those levels. 
Above the seven levels of flight training devices there are four levels of 
simulators which are defined in AC 120-40, as amended. The uses permitted for 
each level of flight training device in training curricula conducted in 
accordance with FAR Parts 61, 63, 121, 125, 135, or 141 are tabulated in the 
applicable PAR Part, FAA Orders 8400.10 and 8700.1, as appropriate, and AC 
120-46, as amended. 

e. In additjon to those flight training devices meeting the prescribed 
criteria contained in this AC for Level 6, this level will also be the category 
into which nonvisual simulators (see AC 120-40, as amended) will be placed for 
reference purposes. The placement of these unique simulators into Level 6 will 
not affect the standards or criteria of Level 6 flight training devices, nor will 
these flight training devices affect the standards or criteria of these 
simulators. 

6. DEFINITIONS . 

a. An Airolane Simulator is a full size replica of a specific tYPe or 
make, model, and series airplane cockpit, including the assemblage of equipment 
and computer software programs necessary to represent the airplane in ground and 
flight operations, a visual syste~ providing an out•of-the~cockpit view, a force 
(motion) cueing system which provides cues at least equivalent to that of a three 
degree of freedom motion system; and is in compliance with the minimum standards 
for a Level A simulator specified in AC 120-40, as amended. 

b. An Airplane Flight Training Device is a full scale replica of an 
airplane's instruments, equipment, panels, and controls in an open flight deck 
area or an enclosed airplane cockpit, including the assemblage of equipment and 
computer software programs necessary to represent the airplane in ground and 
flight conditions to the extent of the systems installed in the device; does not 
require a force (motion) cueing or visual system; is found to meet the criteria 
outlined in this AC for a specific flight training device level; and in which 
any flight training event or flight checking event is accomplished. 

c. Approval of the Flight Trainins Device is authorization by the 
Principal Operations Inspector (POI) for the device to be used for flight 
training events or flight checking events, as may be appropriate, based on its 
assigned qualification level and approved program. 

Par 5 3 
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d. Approval Teat Guide (ATG) is a document designed to validate that the 
performance and handling qualities of a flight training device agree within 
prescribed limits with those of the airplane or set of airplanes and that all 
applicable regulatory requirements have been 11et. The ATG includes both approved 
reference and flight training device co11parison data used to support the 
validation. The Master Approval Test Guide (MATG) is the ATG approved by the 
FAA. It incorporates the results of FAA witnessed tests, and serves as a 
reference for future evaluations . 

e . A Cockpit (for the purposes of thi s AC) is an enclosed structure that 
is a full scale replica of the airplane simulated, including all installed 
instruments, equipment. panels. systems , and controls. It consists of all space 
forward of a cross section of the fuselage at the most extreme aft setting of 
the pilots' seats, including other required crewmember duty stations. 
Additionally, those bulkheads or portions of bulkheads aft of the pilot aeats 
that serve a procedural or training function are considered part of the cockpit 
and must replicate the airplane. The back may be open provided the device is 
located in a suitably isolated environment. 

f. Convertible Flisbt Training Device is a device in which hardware and 
software can be changed so that it becomes a replica of a different model, 
usually of the same type airplane. 

g. Evaluation of the Pliabt Trainina D§yice is the process in which a 
Simulator Evaluation Specialist or the POI, as appropriate, compares the device 
and its performance, functions, and other characteristics to that of the 
replicated aircraft in accordance with acceptable methods, procedures, and 
standards. 

b. L§tencx is the additional response tiae of the flight training device 
beyond that of the basic aircraft perceivable response time . This includes the 
update rate of the computer system combined with the time delays of the 
instruments, and, if installed, the time delays of the 1110tion and visual systems . 

i. National Simulator Prosram Manaser CNSPH) is the FAA Manager 
responsible for the overall adtnlnistration and direction of tbe National 
Simulator Program. 

j . Operator, as used in this AC, identifies the person or organization 
requesting FAA qualification of a flisht training device and is responsible for 
continuing qualification of that device through liaison with the FAA. 

k. Qualification of the flight training 'device is issued by the NSPM or 
POI, as appropriate, for a specified level and is deter•ined as a result of the 
evaluation of the device against the establiahed criteria for that level. 
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1. 4_Replica (as used in the definition of a fliabt trainina device in 
this AC) does not iaply total duplication of all furniahinas of the respective 
airplane. Items such as .auntint panels, walls, ceilinas. floors, coverings, 
windows, etc., .ust present only a representative appearance. 

•· A Set of Ainlanes, for purposes of this AC, is a aroupins of airplanes 
which all share similar perforaance (i.e. , normal airspeed/altitude operatiDJ 
envelope), siailar handling characteristics, and the saae number and type of 
propul&ion system(s) (i.e. , turbojet enaine, reciprocating engine, etc.). 

n. SiiUlation Data are tbe various types of data used by the flisht 
training device manufacturer and the operator to desisn, manufacture, and test 
a flight trainins device . 

o. Sinlator Byaluation Specialist is an FAA technical specialist trained 
to evaluate simulators and fliaht trainins devices and to provide expertise on 
aatters concerniq aircraft sinlation. 

p. Snapshot is a presentation of one or aore variables at a siven instant 
of tiae. A snapshot is appropriate for a steady state condition in which the 
variables are constant with tiae. 

q . State•ent of Coapliance (SOC) is a certification froiD the operator that 
specific require.ents have been met. It 1n11t provide references to needed 
sources of information for showing co11pliance, rationale to explain bow the 
referenced eaterial is used, matheeatical equations and parameter values used, 
and conclusions reached. 

r. Iime History is a presentation of the change of a variable with respect 
to ti~e. It is usually in the for~ of a continuous data plot over the time 
period of interest or a printout of test parameter values recorded at multiple 
constant time intervals over the time period of interest. 

s. Transport Delay is the total flight training device system processing 
time required for an input signal from a pilot priaary flight control until 
output response. It does not include the characteristic delay of the airplane 
simulated. 

t. Upsrade, for the purpose of this AC, eeans the iii!Provement or 
enbanceeent of a flisht trainins device for the purpose of achieving a hisher 
qualification level. 

7. EVALUATION POLICY. 

a. The methods, procedures, and standards defined in this AC constitute 
one aeans acceptable to the Administrator for the evalu~tion and qualification 
of flight training devices that are or may be used in the following: 
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(1) A training prograa approvedunder FAR Parts 61, 63,121, 125, 135, 
or 141; 

(2) The course of conducting the pilot-in-command proficiency check 
required by FAR Section 61.58; 

(3) The issuance of an airline transport pilot certificate or type 
rating in accordance with the provisions of FAR Section 61.157; or 

(4) The satisfactory completion of the provisions of FAR Sections 
61.55, 61.57, 61 .65, 61.129 , or 141.41 . 

b. If an applicant chooses to utilize the approach described in this AC, 
the applicant 1mst adhere to all of the aethods, procedures, and standards 
herein. However, this position it not intended to suppress innovation and 
imaginative development of flight training devices . Those flight traini111 
devices, which for one reason or another, do not, or cannot .eet the provisions 
described in this AC for a specific level, may be evaluated on a case-by-case 
basis, especially when it appears that such a device could offer valuable or 
otherwise unique benefits. If an applicant desires to have a flisht training 
device evaluated on this case-by-case basis, or desires to use a means other tban 
that described in this AC to evaluate a flight training device, a proposal must 
be submitted to the FAA for review and approval prior to the submittal of a 
detailed ATG. 

e. It i s the te~Jponsibility of the NSPM to evaluate and qualify all 
Level 6 and Level 7 flisht training devices. The POI, certificate holding 
district office (CHDO), or responsible Fli1ht Standards District Office (FSDO), 
as appropriate, will evaluate and qualify Levels 2-5 flight training devices in 
accordance with the standards herein. Assistance aay be obtained from the NSPM 
on a case-by-case basis . 

d. An operator aay contract for use of a Levels 2-5 flight training device 
currently qualified by a POI, CHDO, or FSDO and need not obtain separate 
qualification of the device prior to obtaining FAA approval to use the device 
in that operator's FAA-approved training program. 

e . The flisht training device moat be assessed in those areas which are 
essential to accomplishing airman training and checking events . This includes 
aerodyna.ic responses and control checks, as well as performance in the takeoff, 
climb, cruise, descent, approach, and landing phases of flight. Crewmember 
station checks, instructor station functions , checks', and certain additional 
requirements depending on the complexity of the device (i.e., touch activated 
cathode ray tube instructor controls; automatic lesson plan operation; selected 
mode of operation for "fly-by-wire" airplanes; etc.) must be thoroughly assessed. 
Should a motion system or visual system be contemplated for installation on any 
level of flight training device, the operator or the manufacturer should contact 
the NSPM for information regarding an acceptable method for measuring motion 
and/or visual system operation and applicable tolerances. The motion and visual 
systems, if installed, will be evaluated to ensure their proper operation. 
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f. The intent is to evaluate flisht trainins devices as objectively as 
possible. Pilot acceptance, however, is also an important consideration. 
Therefore, the device will be subjected to the validation tests listed in 
appendix 2 of this AC and tbe functions and subjective tests from appendix 3. 
These tests include a qualitative assessment by an FAA pilot who is qualified 
in the respective airplane. or set of airplanes in the case of Levels 2 or l. 
Validation tests are used to compare objectively flisht training device data and 
airplane data (or other approved reference data) to assure that they asree 
within a specified tolerance. Functions testa provide a basis for evaluating 
flisht trainins device capability to perform over a typical training period and 
to verify correct operation of the controls, instru•ents, and systems. 

I · Tolerances, listed for par&~~eters in appendix 2, should not be confused 
with desian tolerances specified for flisht trainina device unufacture. 
Tolerances for the para.eters listed in appendix 2 are the maxiaum acceptable 
to the Adainistrator for validation of the device. 

h. A convertible flisht trainina d$Vie$ will be addressed as a separate 
device for each 110del and series to which it will be converted and FAA 
qualification sousht. An FAA evaluation is required for each confisuration. 
For ex&~~ple, if an operator seeks qualification for two 110dele of an airplane 
type usiq a convertible device, two ATO' s or a suppleaented ATG, and two 
evaluations are required. 

i. The airplane manufacturer's fliaht test data are the accepted standard 
for initial qualification of Levels 6 and 7 fli1ht trainins devices due to the 
specific airplane aerodyn88ic prosraaminc necessary. Exceptions to this policy 
•ay be made, but .ust first be submitted to the NSPM for review and 
consideration. 

j. If flisbt test data from a source in addition to or independent of the 
airplane manufacturer'• data are to be aubmitted in support of a flisbt trainins 
device qualification, it must be acquired in accordance with noraally accepted 
professional flisht teat methods. Proper consideration for the followins .ust 
be an intrinsic part of the fliabt teet plannins. 

(1) Appropriate and sufficient data acquisition equipJDent or system. 

(2) Current calibration of data acquisition equipment and airplane. 
Perforunce instru.entation (calibration IIU&t be traceable to a recosnized 
standard). 

Par 7 

(3) Flisht test plan, includins : 

(i) 
(ii) 

(Hi) 
(iv) 
(v) 

Maneuvers and procedures. 
Initial conditions. 
Flisht condition. 
Aircraft confiauration. 
Weisht and center of sravity. 

7 
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(vi) Ataospheric ambient and environmental conditions . 
(vii) Data required. 

(viii) Other appropriate factors. 

(4) Appropriately qualified flisht test personnel. 

(5) Data reduction and analysis methods and techniques. 

(6) Data accuracy. The data must be presented in a foraat that 
supports the flight training device validation. 

(7) Resolution .ust be sufficient to deter•ine compliance with the 
tolerances of appendix 2. 

(8) Presentation must be clear with necessary guidance provided. 

(9) Over-plots suet not obscure the reference data. 

(10) The flisbt test plan should be reviewed with the National 
Siaulator Prosr .. Staff well in advance of co .. encins the flisht test. After 
coapletion of the tests, a flisht test report should be submitted in support of 
the validation data. The report must contain sufficient data and rationale to 
support qualification of the device at the level requested. 

k. For a new type or model of airplane, predicted data validated by flisht 
test data, which bas not been finalized and »ade official by the aanufacturer, 
can be used for an interi• period as determined by the FAA. In the event 
predicted data are used in prosraains the device, an update should be 
accomplished as soon as practicable when actual airplane flisht test data become 
available. Unless specific conditions warrant otherwise, this update should 
occur witbio 6 aonths after release of the final flisht test data packase by 
the airplane manufacturer. 

1. Levels 2. 3, and 5 flisbt trainina devices do not require a specific 
aerodynaaic .odel; however. their performance must be compared to a reference 
set of validation data for initial qualification and for repeated recurrent 
evaluations. (Note: Level 4 requires no aerodynaMic aodel.) In the absence 
of a specific aodel, these devices may use a seneric model typical of the set 
of airplanes as described in this AC. For example, a twin ensine, turbojet 
transport airplane flight training device .ust demonstrate the performance and 
bandlina typical of that set of airplanes. Si•ilarly, a lisht twin or siRJle 
ensine airplane flisht trainins device eust demonstrate performance typical of 
the respective set of airplanes. The aerodyna.ic .adel .. Y be one representing 
an actual airplane within that set of airplanes or it may be created or derived 
usins the saae aatheeatical expressions as those used in a specific .odel, but 
with coefficient values which are not obtained from flisht test results for a 
particular airplane. Instead, the coefficient values could be fictitious, but 
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be typical of the set of airplanes replicated. The reference validation data 
could then be created hy doing a computf'r simulation wdng these fictitious 
coefficients. A generic model may also b~ acquired from public domain resources 
or it may be a composite of vario1t& models, none of whit:h is complete within 
itself. 

(1) It is the responsibility of the operator to demonstrate that the 
reference data used represent the appropriate set of airplanes. To assure that 
it continues to comply with its original qualification status, each flight 
training device will be c:ompared to the accepted reference data for subsequent 
recurrent evaluations. 

(2) The NSPM is the acceptance authority for adequacy and suitabi H ty 
of this data and will resolve questions which may arise over its application. 
Once reference data for a specific set of airplanes is accepted by the NSPH, this 
data will be considered accepted for that set of airplanes without a requirement 
for further review and approval. 

m. If a problem with a validation test result is detected by the FAA 
evaluator, lhe test may be repeated. If it still does not meet the test 
tolerance, the operator may demonstrate alternative test results which relate 
to the test in question. In the event a validation test does not meet specified 
criteria, but is not considered critical to the level of evaluation being 
conducted, the NSPH, or the POI in consultation with the NSPM, may conditionally 
qualify lhe training device at that level and the operator wi11 be given a 
specified period of time to correct the problem and submit the ATG cbang~s for 
evaluation. Alternatively, jf it is determined that the results of a validation 
test would have a detrimental effect on the level of qualification being sought 
or is a firm regulatory requirement, the device may be qualified to a lesser 
level or restricted from training and checking events affected by the failed 
test. For example, if a I.evel 5 qualification is requested and the device fails 
to meet a Level 5 requirement, the device could be qualified at Level 4 provided 
all Level 4 requirements have been met. 

n. Within 20 working days of receiving an acceptable ATG, the POT or NSPH, 
as appropriate, wi11 t:oordinate with the operator to set a mutually acceptable 
date for the evaluation. Evaluation date~ will not be established until the ATG 
has been reviewed and determined to b~ acceptable . To avoid unnecessary delays, 
operators are encouraged to work closely with the POI, and the NSPM if 
appropriate, dud ng the ATG development process prior to making forma 1 
application. All Levels 6 and 1 devices must be evaluated by the NSPH, and POI's 
must forward the ATG to the NSPM with the appropriate transmittal memorandum, 
For devices not requiring NSPM qualification (Levels 2-5), the POT will evaluate 
the ATG in accordance with the guidance of this ~C and may seek assistance from 
the NSPM. 

o . At the discretion of the FAA Simulator Evaluatlon Specialist • the 
operator's pilots may assi~t during evaluations in completing the functions and 
validations tests. However, only FAA personnel should manipulate the pilot 
controls during th~ functions check portion of an FAA evaluation. 

p . FAA ~valuations of f1 ight training devic;es Jm!llt~d outside the United 
States wi11 be performetl H the devi ce is used by a U.S . operator in satisfying 
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any training event or checking event requirements, including certification of 
U.S. airmen. Evaluations may be conducted otherwise as deemed appropriate by 
the Administrator on a case-by-case basis. 

q. Upon qualification of the flisht training device (whether by the NSPM, 
the POI, the CHDO, or the PSDO), approval for the use of the device in an 
FAA-approved training program is the responsibility of the POI, the CHDO, or the 
FSDO, as appropriate. 

8. INITIAL QR UPGRADE EVALUATIONS. 

a. An operator seeking flisht training device initial or upgrade 
evaluation must submit a request in writins to the POI or responsible FSDO. 
Evaluations will normally be accomplished by a representative of the POI or a 
FSDO inspector for Levels 2 through 5 and must be accomplished by the NSPM for 
Levels 6 and 7. If the fliaht training device is proposed to be Level 6 or 7, 
the POI or FSDO will promptly forward the ATG to the NSPM with a transmittal 
memorandum. All requests should contain a compliance statement certifying that 
the device meets all of the provisions of this AC, that the cockpit configuration 
conforms to that of the airplane, that specific hardware and software 
configuration control procedures have been established, and that the pilot(s) 
designated by the operator confirm that it is representative of the airplane in 
all appropriate functions test areas. A sample letter of request is included 
in appendix 4. 

b. The operator should subMit an ATG which includes: 

(1) A title page with the operator and FAA signature blocks. 

(2) A flight training device information page, for each configuration 
in the case of convertible devices, providing the following information. if 
applicable: 

(i) The operator's flight training device identification number 
or code. 

(ii) Airplane, or set of airplanes, as appropriate, being 
simulated. 

(iii) Source of aerodynamic data and any appropriate revision 
reference. 

(iv) Engine model (and data revision, as applicable), if 
appropriate. 

{v) 
(vi) 

if appropriate . 
{vii) 

(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 

(xi) 

Flight control data revisidn, if appropriate. 
Flight Management System identification (and revision level). 

Flight training device model and manufacturer. 
Date of device manufacture. 
Computer identification, if appropriate . 
Visual system model and manufar.turer, if installed. 
Motion system type and manufacturer, if installed. 

(3) Table of contents . 
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(4) Log of revision and/or list of effective pages. 

(5) Listing of all other reference or source data, if applicable. 

(6) Glossary of terms and symbols used. 

(7) Statements of Compliance (SOC} as may be required in 4ppendix 1, 
"Flight Training Device Standards, 11 comments column, for SOC requirements. 

(8) A list of equipment required to accomplish the validation tests 
and a description of the appropriate procedures to be followed to record the test 
results. If testing and recording are to be accomplished automatically, a 
listing of the equipment and appropriate procedures should be included. 

(9} The following is needed for each validation teHt designated in 
appendix 2 of this AC: 

(i) Name of the test. 
(ii) Objective of the test. 

(iii) Initial conditions. 
(iv) Method for evaluatins validation test results. 

(v} Tolerances for relevant parameters. 
(vi) Source of validation reference data. 

(vii) Copy of validation reference data. 
(viii) Validation test results as obtained by the operator. 

(ix) A means, acceptable to the FAA, of easily comparing the 
training device test results to validation reference data . 

c . Test results should be labeled using terminology common to airplane 
parameters as opposed to computer software identifications or other references. 
These results should be easily compared with the supporting data by employing 
cross-plotting, overlays, transparencies, or other acceptable means. Use of 
multichannel recorder, line printer, or similar recording media is encouraged 
for all flight training device levels; however, regardless of the media used, 
it must be acceptable to the FAA. Data reference documents included in an ATG 
may be reduced photographically only if such reduction will not alter the graphic 
scaling or cause difficulties in scale interpretation or resolution. Incremental 
scales on graphical presentations must provide the resolution necessary for 
evaluation of the parameters shown in appendix 2. The test guide will provide 
the documented proof of compliance with the validation tests in appendix 2. In 
the case of an upgrade, an operator should run the validation tests for the 
requested qualificatjon level. Validation test' results offered in a test guide 
for a previous initial or upgrade evaluation should not be used to validate 
flight training device performance in a test guide offered for a current 
upgrade. Flight training device test results should be clearly marked with 
appropriate reference points to ensure an accurate comparison between training 
device and validation reference data with respect to time when tests involve time 
history parameters. Operators using line printers to record time histories 
should clearly mark that information taken from the line printer data output for 
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cross-plotting on the airplane data. The cross-plottina of the operator's flight 
training device data to the reference data is essential to verify performance 
in each test. During an evaluation, the FAA will devote its time to detailed 
checking of selected tests from the ATG. The FAA evaluation serves to validate 
the operator's test results. 

d. The completed ATG, as well as the operator's compliance letter and 
request for the evaluation, will be submitted to the operator's POI . For ATG's 
requiring NSPM review, the POI will submit the total package with a letter or 
memorandum of transmittal to the NSPM. The ATG will be reviewed and determined 
to be acceptable prior to scheduling an evaluation of the device. Should the 
POI desire NSPM assistance with ATG evaluation for devices not requiring NSPM 
review, a request should be prepared and forwarded with the ATG to the NSPM. 

e. The operator may elect to accomplish the ATG validation tests while 
the flight training device is at the manufacturer's facility. Tests at the 
manufacturer's facility should be accomplished at the latest practical time prior 
to disassembly and shipment. The operator must then validate the performance 
of the device at the final location by repeating at least one-third of the 
validation tests in the ATG and submitting those tests to the POI, and to the 
NSPM, if appropriate. After review of these tests, the FAA will schedule an 
initial evaluation. The ATG must be clearly annotated to indicate when and where 
each test was accomplished . 

f. In the event an operator moves a flight training device to a new 
location and its level of qualification is not changed, the following procedures 
shall apply: 

(1) Advise the POI (and NSPM if appropriate) prior to the move. 

(2) Prior to returning the flight training device to service at the 
new location, the operator should perform a typical recu~rent validation and 
functions test. The results of such tests will be retained by the operator and 
be available for inspection by the FAA at the next evaluation or as requested. 

(3) The FAA may schedule an evaluation prior to return to service. 

g. When there is a change of operator, the new operator must accomplish 
all required administrative procedures including the submission of the currently 
approved ATG to the POI, or through the POI to the NSPM for Levels 6 and 7 flight 
training devices. The ATG must be identified with the new operator by displaying 
the operator's name or logo. The POI will then~ubmit the package as described 
in paragraph 7d above. The flight training device may, at the discretion of 
the POI or NSPM, be subject to an evaluation in accordance with the original 
qualification criteria. 

h. The scheduling priority for initial and upgrade evaluations will be 
based on the sequence in which acceptable ATG's and evaluation requests are 
received by the FAA. 
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i. The ATO will be approved after the completion of the initial or upsrade 
evaluation and all discrepancies in the ATG have been corrected. This document, 
after inclusion of the FAA witnessed test results, becomes the MATO. The MATG 
will then remain in the custody of the operator for use in future recurrent 
evaluations. 

j. A copy of an MATG for each type flisht trainins device (Levels 6 and 7 
only) by each •anufacturer will be required for the NSPM's file. The NSPM •ay 
elect not to retain copies of the ATG for subsequent devices of the same type 
by a particular manufacturer but will determine the need for copies on a case
by-case basis. Data updates to an orisinal ATG should be provided to the NSPM 
in order to keep FAA file copies current . 

9. RECURREHT EVALUAtiONS. 

a. For a flisbt training device to retain ita qualification, it will be 
evaluated on a recurrent basis using the approved MATG. Evaluations will 
normally be accoaplished by a representative of the POI or a FSDO inspector for 
Levels 2 throusb 5 and lllUst be accomplished by the NSPM for Levels 6 and 7. Each 
recurrent evaluation will consist of functions tests and at least a portion of 
the validation tests in the MATG. 

b. The recurrent evaluations will be planned for every 4 months with 
approximately one-third of the validation tests in the MATG accomplished each 
time . This will allow all MATG tests to be accomplished annually. However ·, 
with appropriate arrangement and understanding between the operator and the FAA, 
an extended interval recurrent evaluation schedule can be arranged. This 
decision may be made at the conclusion of the initial evaluation and the operator 
notified within 30 days. 

(1) For Levels 2, 3, and 4, the extended interval may be based on 
annual evaluations by the FAA with all MATG tests accomplished at each successive 
evaluation. 

(2) For Levels 5, 6, and 7, the extended interval may be based on 
semiannual evaluations by the FAA with the operator accomplishing quarterly 
checks. 

c. Dates of recurrent evaluations normally will not be scheduled beyond 
30 days of the due date. Exceptions to this policy will be consid~red by the 
FAA on a case-by-case basis to address extenuating circumstances. 

d. In the interest of conserving training device time, the following 
Optional Test Program (OTP), applicable to Levels 6 and 7, is an alternative to 
the standard recurrent evaluation procedure: 

( 1) Operators havins the appropriate automatic recording and plotting 
capabilities may apply for evaluation under the OTP. 
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(2) Operators must notify the POI and NSPH in writing of their intent 
to enter the OTP. If the FAA determines that the evaluation can be accommodated 
with 4 hours or less of training device time, recurrent evaluations for that 
device will be planned for 4 hours . If the 4-hour period is or will be exceeded 
and the operator cannot extend the period. then the evaluation will be ter11inated 
and IDU&t be completed within 30 days to maintain qualification status. · The FAA 
will then reassess the appropriateness of the OTP. 

(3} Under the OTP. at least one-third of all the validation tests will 
be performed and certified by operator personnel between FAA recurrent 
evaluations . Complete coverage will be required through any three consecutive 
recurrent evaluations. These tests and the recording of the results should be 
accomplished within the 30 days prior to the scheduled evaluation or accomplished 
on an evenly distributed basis during the 4-aonth period preceding the scheduled 
evaluation. This information will be reviewed by the FAA Simulator Evaluation 
Specialist at the outset of each recurrent evaluation. At least 20 percent of 
those tests conduc ted by the operator for each recurrent evaluation will then 
be selected and repeated by the Simulator Evaluation Specialist along with at 
least 10 percent of those tests not performed by the operator. 

e. In instances where an operator plans to remove a flight training device 
from active status for prolonged periods. the following procedures shall apply 
to requalify the flight training device pursuant to this AC: 

(1) The FAA shall be advised in writing. The notice shall contai n 
an estimate of the period that the device will be inactive. 

(2) Recurrent evaluations will not be scheduled during the inactive 
period. The PAA will remove the flisht training device from qualified status 
on a mutually established date not later than the date on which the f i rst missed 
recurrent evaluation would havP. been scheduled. 

(3) Before a device can be res tored to FAA-qualified s tatus. it will 
require an evaluatjnn by the PAA. The evaluation content and time required for 
accompli shment will be based on the number of re~urrent evaluations missed during 
the inactive period. For example, if the training device were out of service 
for 1 year, it would be necessary to complete the entire test guide since under 
the recurrent evaluation program. the MATG is to be completed annually. 

(4) The operator will notify the FAA of any changes to the original 
scheduled time out of service . ' 

( 5) The flight training device will normally be requalif ied using the 
FAA- approved MATG and criteria that was in effect prior to its removal from 
qualification; however, inactive periods exceeding 1 year will require a review 
of the qualification basis. 

(6) If these procedures are not pos6ible, the establis hment of a new 
qualification basis will be necessary. 
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10. SPECIAL EVALUATIONS. 

a. 
becomes 
initial 
POI, or 

Between recurring evaluations, if deficiencies are discovered or it 
apparent that the flight training device is not beins maintained to 
qualification standards, a special evaluation may be conducted by the 
NSPM if appropriate, to verify its status. 

b. The flight training device will lose its qualification when the POI 
or NSPM can no longer ascertain maintenance of the original validation criteria 
based on a recurrent or special evaluation. Additionally, the POI shall advise 
the operator and the NSPM, if appropriate, if a deficiency is jeopardizing 
training requirements, and arrangements shall be made to resolve the deficiency 
in the most effective manner, including the withdrawal of approval by the POI. 

11. MODlfiCATIQN OF FLIGHT TRA1NING DEVICES. 

a . Operators must notify the POI (and NSPM if appropriate) at least 21 days 
prior to making software program or hardware changes which impact flight or 
ground dynamics . A complete list of these planned changes and identification 
of proposed updates to the MATG must be provided in writing. Operators should 
maintain a configuration control system to ensure the continued inte1rity of the 
device and to account for changes incorporated. The configuration control system 
may be examined by the FAA on request. 

b. Modifications which impact flight or ground dynamics, systems 
functions, and sisnificant ATG revisions may require an FAA evaluation of the 
flight training device. 

12. OUALIFICATION BASIS . The FAR requi re that training devices .ust maintain 
their performance, functions, and other characteristics as orisinally evaluated 
and qualified. Except as provided for in parasraph 2, all recurrent evaluations 
of those flisht trainins devices using the acceptable methods of coJDPli.nce 
described in this AC for initial or upgrade evaluation (including any visual or 
IDOtion systems installations) will be conducted in accordance with the provisions 
herein. 

13. DQWNGJW)E OF AR AIRPLANE SIMQLATOR TO AN AIRPLANE FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE. 
An operator may elect to have a currently qualified airplane simulator 
reclassified as a flight training device. This may be accomplished through one 
of two methods. 

a. Normal . The operator would follow the steps outlined in this AC for 
the evaluation and qualification of a flisht training device irrespective of the 
device's current status as an airplane simulator. 

b. Ad!inistra!l!J· The operator would request that the currently 
qualified airplane simulator be downgraded to a flight trainins device. This 
process would not require an on-site evaluation of the device and would be in 
accordance with the following: 
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( 1) Conditions. 

(i) A Level C or D airplane siaulator aay be administratively 
reclassified as a Level 6 or 7 airplane flight training device at the operator's 
option. A Level A or B airplane simulator aay be adainistratively reclassified 
as a Level 6 airplane flight training device. 

(ii) The existing qualification basis for the aiaulatot will 
remain the basis for qualification of the fli8bt trainina device, including all 
aspects of the MATO, except for those tests applicable to tbe motion or visual 
syste~~s. Tbe •otion and visual systems should be deactivated. although physical 
reeoval fro• the device is not required. Should the operator wish to have the 
availability of either the .ation or visual systems, those appropriate tests 
would remain a part of the MATG for the flight traini01 device. 

(iii) Frequency and content of recurrent evaluations would remain 
unchanged except for MATO modifications that may occur under (1)(ii), above. 

(2) Procedures. 

(i) The operator must notify the NSPM. in writing, through the 
POI, of the desire to adainistratively downgrade their airplane simulator . 

(ii) This notification must include appropriate page changes to 
the current MATG indicating, at least, the change in status and the elimination 
of appropriate tests as described under (1)(ii), above. 

(Hi) After review of this notification packaae and concluding 
that the modified MATG would support the flight training device qualification 
level sought, the NSPM aay issue a qualification letter. 

c. Situations that may not be addressed by either of the above two •ethods 
will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

14. PBEVIOUSLY APPROVED FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICES. 

a. Those flight training devices which, for any reason, are not capable 
of •eetina, or it is not desired that they aeet, the qualification standards for 
a specified level aa described in this AC, but which have been previously 
approved for use in accordance with FAR Parts 61, 63, 121, 125, 135, or 141, 
and/or have been issued an authorization letter fro• the Pllabt Standards 
Service, General Aviation and eo .. ercial Division, AfS-800, 800 Independence 
Avenue, s.w., Washington D.C. 20591, will be elislble for qualification under 
a teaporary status. This teiiPorary status will be autoaatically conferred with 
issuance of this AC, will remain valid for a period not to exceed a date 5 years 
after the effective date of this AC, and will allow continued use of the device 
as authorized for this time period. 
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b. Any such device which is physically modified with the intent of meeting 
a qualification standard set out in this AC, but which, for any reason, bas not 
demonstrated that it meets the standards for a specific level, will have this 
temporary status conferred, or continued, only if the followina conditions are 
met: 

(1) The device was manufactured and has been approved prior to the 
effective date of this AC; 

(2) Local FSDO personnel are notified that such a modification is 
planned; and 

(3) The performance of the modified device il deterained by local FSDO 
peraonnel, in consultation with the NSPM and AFS-800, to meet, or exceed, that 
of the original equipment. This deter•ination would be solely subjective in 
nature and would be based on those maneuvers/procedures for which the device had 
been previously approved. In the interest of information gatherins, the FAA 
would request that the person(s) involved in the design and/or installation of 
such modifications provide documentation, test results, conclusions, etc., to 
the FAA. 

g&~.rG- ~4B-
William J. White 7 " 
Actina Director, Plight Standards Service 
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APPENDIX 1. FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE STANDARDS 

1. DISCUSSION. This appendix describes the minimum flight training device requirements for qualification 
at Levels 1 through 7. The appropriate FAR, as indicated in paragraph 3 of this AC, must be consulted when 
considering particular training device requireme~ts. The validation and functions tests listed in 
appendices 2 and 3 must also be consulted when determining the requirements of a specific level training 
device. In the following tabular listing of training device requirements, needed statements of compliance 
and statementB of explanation are indicated in the comment column. 

LEVEL 
I 

I 

2. GENERAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I 

Co•ents 
' 

A cockpit which will have actuation X X Level 3 must be repre-
i 

a. X I 

of controls and switches which replicate sentative of a single 
those in the airplane~ set of airplanes, and 

must bave navigation 
controls, displays, and 
instrumentation as set 
out in FAR Section 91.33 
for operation in accor- I 

dance with instruaent 
flight rules (IFR). 

I 

b. Instruments, equipment, panels, Level 2 must be repre- ! 

systems, and controls sufficient for the train- X X X sentative of a single set 
ing/checking events to be accomplished must be of airplanes. Levels 
located in a spatially correct open flight deck 2 and 5 require 
area. Actuation of these controls and simulated aerodynamic 
switches must replicate those in the airplane. capability and control 

forces and travel 
sufficient to aanually 
fly an instrument 
approach. 

c. Dai1y preflight documentation. X X X X X X i 
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FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE STANDARDS (Coot 'd) 

d. Li ghting environment for panels and 
instruments must be sufficient for the 
operation being conducted. 

e. Circuit breakers should function 
accurately when they are involved in 
operating procedures or aalfunctions 
requiring or involving flight crew response. 

f. Effect of aerodynamic changes for 
various coabinations of drag and thrust 
normally encountered in flight , including the 
effect of change in airplane attitude , thr ust , 
drag, altitude, temperature, and configuration. 

g . Digital or analog co•puting of 
sufficient capacity to conduct coaplete opera-
tion of the device including its evaluation 
amd testing. 

h. All relevant instrument indications 
involved in the simulation of the apPlicable 
airplane entirely automatic in response to 
control input. 

~ 

i. Navigation equipment corresponding 
to that installed in the replicated airplane 
with operation wi thin the tolerances 
prescribed for the actual airborne equipaent. 

---- --

LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

5 6 7 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

Comments 

I,ighting must be as per 
airplane lighting for 
Level 7. 

Must be properly located 
in Levels 6 and 7. 

J~vels 3, 6, and 7 
require additionally, I 

the effects of gross 
weight and center of 
gravity. 

I 

; 

! 

Levels 3, 6, and 7 must 
also include communica-
tion equipment (inter-
phone and air/ground) 
corresponding to that 
installed in the 
replicated aircraft, and, 
if appropriate, to the 
operation being 
conducted, an oxygen aask 
microphone/communication 
system. Levels 2 and 5 
need have operational 
only that navigation 
equipment sufficient to 
fly a non- precision 
instrument approach. 

---
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FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE STANDARR§ (Cont'd) 

j. Crewmember seats must afford the 
capability for the occupant to be able to 
achieve the design eye reference position for 
specific airplanes, or to approximate such a 
position for a generic set of airplanes. 

k. In addition to the flight crewmember 
stations, suitable seating arrangements for an 
instructor/check airman and FAA inspector. 
These seats must provide adequate view of 
crewmember's panel(s). 

1. Installed system(s) must simulate the 
applicable airplane system operation, both on 
the ground and in flight. At least one air-
plane system must be represented. System(s) 
must be operative to the extent that applicable 
normal, abnormal, and emergency operating 
procedures includea in the operator's training 
programs can be accomplished. 

LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

5 6 7 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

Comments 

Level 7 crewmember seats 
must accurately simulate 
those installed in the 
airplane. 

These seats need not be a 
replica of an aircraft 
seat and can be as simple 
as an office chair placed 
in an appropriate 
position. 

Levels 6 and 7 must 
simulate A!! applicable 
airplane flight, naviga-
tion, and systems 
operation. 
Level 3 must have flight 
and navigational 
controls, displays, and 
instrumentation for 
powered aircraft as set I 
out in FAR Section 91.33 
for IFR operation. 
Levels 2 and S must have 
functional flight and 
navigational controls, 
displays, and 
instrumentation. 
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fLIGHT TRAINING DEVIC£ STANPARDS (Cont'd) 

•• Instructor controls that pe111it 
activation of normal~ abnormal, and emergency 
conditions, as may be appropriate. Once 
activated, proper system operation must result 
from system management by the crew and not 
require input from the instructor controls. 

n. Control forces and control travel 
which correspond to that of the replicated 
airplane, or set of airplanes. Control forces 
should react in the same manner as in the 
airplane, or set of airplanes, under tbe same 
flight conditions. 

o. Significant cockpit sounds which 
result from pilot actions corresponding to 
those of the airplane. 

p. Sound of precipitation, windshield 
wipers, and other significant airplane noises 
precipitable te the pilot during normal, 
abnormal, or emergency operations, as may be 
appropriate. 

q. Aerodynamic modeling which, for air-
planes issued an original type certificate 
after June 1980, includes lo~-altitude level-
flight ground effect. Mach effect at high 
altitude, effects of airframe icing, normal 
dynamic thrust effect on control surfaces, 
aeroelastic representations, and representa-
tions of nonlinearities due to sideslip 
based on airplane flight test data provided 
by the manufacturer. 

1 2 

X 

X 

LEVEL 

3 4 s 6 7 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X 

X 

eo-ent& 

Levels 2 and 5 need 
control forces and con-
trol travel only of 
sufficient precision to 
manually fly an instru-
aent approach. 

Statement of Co.pliance. 

State.ent of Compliance. 
Tests required. See 
appendix 2 for further 
inforaation. The state-
ment must address ground 
effect, Mach effect, 
aeroelastic representa-
tions. and nonlinearities 
due to sideslip. 
Separate tests for thrust 
effects and deaonstration 
of icing effects are 
required. 
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PLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE STANDARDS (Cont'd) LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 Coaents 

r. Control feel dynamics which replicate X Stateaent of Co~liance. 
the airplane sisulated. Free response of the Tests required. See 
controls shall aatch that of the airplane appendix 2, par. 3. 
within the tolerance given in appendix 2. 
Initial and upgrade evaluation will include 
control free response (column, wheel, and 
ped.al) •easurements recorded at the controls. 
The measured responses must correSfOnd to 
those of the airplane in takeoff, cruise, and 
landing configurations. 

(1) For airplanes with irreversible 
control systems, measurements may be obtained 
on the ground if proper pilot static inputs 
are provided to represent conditions typical 
of those encountered in flight. Engineering 
validation or airplane manufacturer rationale 
will be submitted as justification to ground 
test or omit a configuration. 

(2) joe flight training devices 
requiring static and dynamic tests at the con-
trois, special test fixtures will not be 
required during initial evaluations if the 
operator's ATO shows both test fixture results 
and alternate test method results, such as 
computer data plots, which were obtained 
concurrently. Repeat of the alternate method 
during the initial evaluation may then satisfy 
this test requirement. 
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FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE STANDARDS (Cont'd) 

s . Aerodynamic and ground reaction 
modeling for the effects of reverse thrust on 
directional control. 

t. Timely permanent update of flight 
training device hardware and programming 
consistent with airplane modifications. 

u. Visual system; if installed (not 
required). 

v. Motion syste•; if installed (not 
required). 

, 

-- ------- -

1 2 

X 

X 

X 

LEVEL 

3 4 5 6 7 

X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

Coii!Dents 

Statement of Compliance. 
Tests required. 

Visual system standards 
set out in AC 120-40, as 
amended, for at least 
Level A simulators will 
be acceptable. 

Motion systea standards 
set out in AC 120-40, as 
amended, for at least 
Level A simulators will 
be acceptable. 
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APPENDIX 2. FLIGHT TRAJHING DEVICE VALIDATION TESTS 

1. DISCUSSION. Perforaance wst be objectively 
evaluated by comparing the results of tests 
conducted in the training device to aircraft flight 
test data unless specifically noted othentise. Test 
requirements listed in the table may not be 
applicable in eaaes in which the flight trainina 
device does not include the system or function to be 
checked. In other cases a system or function aay be 
included and evaluated in the flight training device 
whicb would normally not be required for the level 
of qualification being sought. 

The ATG provided by the operator must describe 
clearly and distinctly bow the fli~ht training 
device will be set up and operated for each test. 
Use of a driver program designed to autoaatically 
acCOIIPlish the tests is encouraged for all flight 
training devices. A aanual test procedure with 
explicit and detailed steps for co~apletion of each 
test must also be provided. The tests and 
tolerances contained in this appendix must be 
included in the operator's ATG. 

The Table of Validation Tests of this appendix 
generally indicates the test results required. 
Unless noted otherwise, tests should represent 
airplane performance and handling qualities at 
normal operating weights and centers of gravity 
{CG). If a test is supported by aircraft data at 
one extreae weight or CG, another test supported by 
aircraft data at midconditions or as close as 
possible to the other extreme should be included. 
Certain tests which are relevant. only at one extreme 
CG or weight condition need not be repeated at the 
other extreme. It should be recognized that the 
tests listed in the table merely saaple, on a very 

li•ited basis, the flight trainins device 
perforaance and handling qualities. The results of 
these tests for Levels 3, 6, and 7 are expected to 
be indicative of tbe device's perforaance and 
handling qualities throughout the airplane weight 
and CG envelope, the operational envelope, and for 
varying atlllOspheric ambient and environmental 
conditions to the extremes authorized for the 
respective airplane or set of airplanes. It is not 
sufficient, nor is it acceptable, to program these 
flight training devices so that the modelling is 
correct only at the validation test points. 

Test of handling qualities must include validation 
of augmentation devices. Plight training devices 
for highly augmented airplanes will be validated 
both in the unaugmented configuration (or failure 
state with the maxiJDWD per11itted degradation in 
handling qualities) and the augmented configuration. 
Where various levels of handling qualities result 
from failure states, validation of the effect of the 
failure is necessary. Requirements for testing will 
be mutually agreed to between the operator and tbe 
NSPM on a case-by-case basis. 
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PLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE VALIDAIION TE5TS (Cont'd) 

2. TEST REQUIREMENTS. The ground and flight tests 
required for qualification are listed in the Table 
of Validation Tests. Results of these tests should 
be available in a form which can be compared to 
validation reference data. For those devices listed 
in the following table requiring "generic" 
aerodyamic modeling, the FAA-approved data supplied 
by the manufacturer or the operator sponsoring the 
device will be used as the comparison basis for 
objective testing. 

Flight test data which exhibit rapid variationR of 
the measured parameters may require engineering 
judg.ent when making assessments of flight training 
device validity. Such judgment must not be ]imited 
to a single parameter. All relevant parameters 
related to a given maneuver or flight condition must 
be provided to allow overall interpretation. When 
it is difficolt o£ iapossible to match data 
throughout a ti111e history, differences must be 
justified by providing a comparison of other related 
variables for the condition being assessed. 

a. Parameters, Tolerances. apd Flight 
Conditions. The Table of Validation Tests in this 
appendix describes the parameters, tolerances, and 
flight conditions for training device validation. 
If a flight condition or operating condition is 
shown which does not apply to the qualification 
level sought, it should be disregarded. Results 
must be labeled u&iJlB tbe tolerances and units 
given. 

b. Flight Conditions Verification. When 
comparing the parameters listed to those of the 
airplane9 sufficient data must also be provided to 

verify the correct flight condition. tor exa.ple, 
to show that control force is within +S lb 
(2.224 daN) in a static stability test, data-to show 
the correct airspeed, power , thrust or torque, 
airplane configuration, altitude, and other 
appropriate datum identification parameters should 
also be given . If comparing short period dynamics, 
normal acceleration may be used to establish a match 
to the airplane, but airspeed, altitude, control 
input, airplane configuration, and other appropriate 
data must also be given. All airspeed values should 
be clearly annotated as to indicated, calibrated, 
etc., and like values used for comparison. 
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WLI or YALIDAUO! DID tecnt • ct) 

ttG folVJDCI lllqtat Cmd.ition ""'' fiea$.lan AM!.lirwlnt 

LEVEL 

PIIMWfCI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(5) Cl'ouvind takeoff .t3 lt\81 AirepMdl • Ol'oUnct/1'U.Off 
;t1 . 5 Pitcb, ;t1.5 and Pint~ l 
An!Jle of Attack Cl1ab 
!20 PMt (6 Hetan) 
Al\itude 
+2 lank and 
8idiNUp Angle 

b . CLIICB 

(1) Roral Clillb .t3 Ita A1r8pMdl Cllab Vi th all l l l l l 
AU lnPnH Clper«ting .tn or tlOO FPM 1n!JinM Operating 

(0.5 KRera/Sec) 
cue Rate 

(2) One lngine Illop.rative .t3 Ita Ainpeed Second &egMnt l 
s.caM &egr .. rt cu-b .t!t or t100 rPif ClUb Vith One 

, (0. 5 lletere/Bec) lngine 
Cllllb Rat• but not Inopetative 
leu tllm tM PAA 
Appioved PU9ht 
Kuua1 late of Cllab 

(3) One lng1ne InDperat.ive ,.t3 kta AinpMdl Approach Cl.l.ab l 
AJiproac:b Cl.lJib for .tst or ..t100 PPH Vith One lng1ne 
Airphnee Vith lcinsr ( 0 . 5 Ke1:c'a/S.C) 
Accountability per CUD Rate but not 
Approved Airplane 1ua tUn u. rAA 
PUpt Harl.aa1 (»'H) Approncl flight 

~ Rata of Cl.iab 
--- - - --- -

I , , 
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0 1ta 

llay be • ~t ta.t. 
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~ 

PJSRlOMMCI «stOPPiftO cqnt'cU 

(3) Stopping TiM and 
Diatance, 
utte.l BrakN Ohl y 
Vet JlunwaY 

(4) Stopping T~ and 
D1•tanc:e, 
Wheel BrakM ~Y 
Icy Rur11fay 

e . ElfGIHS 

. 
(1) Ac::celerat.ion 

(2) DeceleTation 

- ----

DILl or pr.matJCII Dill CCclnt'ct) 

tolerance W11bt; CjciJUtiCIJ 

1 2 

bpr...-rt:ative Lan41ng 
StoppJ.ng 'fi.M and 
Dietanc8 

,.preeent&t.1ft r..ndiniJ 
Stopping 'f~ and 
Diatance 

t10' rae Approach or z 
IAn4inq 

t1n tiM Ground~akeoff z 

LIYBL 

3 4 5 6 7 

z 

z 

X z z z 

l z z % 

t'.iM md D1.t.nce Mo\al.4 
~ nc:orclecl for at leut 
eo• of total .. .,.nt. 
(ln1t.1at1on of R1'0 to full 
.top.) rM apprcrv.S UK 
data 1• ac:ceptable. 

!.iM and Distance aboulct 
~ recorct.c1 for at ~ .. t 
ao• of total ~. 
CtnitiaUon of llf'O to full 
.top.) PM approvacl AIH 
ata ia ~le-

T .. t froa fiJ-t i4.1e to 
go-U'OUhd pciiiiW • 

!olerancea of t1 MCOnd 
autbarizecl for t.v.la 2, J, 
and 5. 

, .. t fr-o. -"- t&Uoff 
~to .lOt ot -·•·· 
tak110ft poaar ~o' d.cay 1n 
pouer ...U.Ula aboft 14a). 

Yolerance of !.1 MC:OnCS 
cuthort&e4 for ~~· 2, 3, 
-.I 5. 

-·--- ~ 
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tABL£ or m.IDAtiotr.....DU§ cCont'd) 

Bl! folRIDC9 fUabt C5DUtim 

.uva 

z. IWIDLDfG OOALWIS 1 2 3 • 5 6 7 

a . sunc COUROL amcu•• 
(1) Colu.l Poeiticn va. ±% lb (0. 89 dalf) Ground z z Un1nterrupted coatrol .veep. 

Foree .nil Burfac. Breakt'JUt 
Poeitian Calibnlticn ±5 lb (2.224 dalf) 

or _tlO\ Foi'C* 
±2 Elevator 

Co~ l'oaitim va. ±2 1h (0. 89 dd) I I X 
Force BreaJcout 

.t5 1h (2. 224 dd) 
or ±10\ •o~ 

(2) Vhael Poaition ve. ±2 lb. ( . 89 dd) Ground X X Un1nterrupted Clllbtrol ........ 
Force and SUrface BreaJrout 
Polti tian Calibration ~3 lb (1. 334 dd) 

or _tlO\ J"orc:e 
±1 • AU.el"CCft 
±2 8poi.t.r 

llbM1 l'Ddtion va. ±2 lb ( . 89 dall) I X X 
Force Breakout 

±3 lb.. (1.334 dall) 

~ 
or ~10\ Porca 

(3) P8dal l'o8Jticn va. ±5 lb (2. 224 daN) Ground .J % ~control ..... 
Force and &urfac. BI'Nkout 
Poait.ion callbretion ±5 lb (2.224 clalf) 

or .•10\ Force 
.!2 Jb.ldcter 

UC:Olu.a, ~1. anc! pecla1 poa1Uon ,., force .a-u be --..und at tbe ~. An al.t.nleU,. ..thod .ccept;Gl• to tbe Jr81lll in ueu of 
tM teet f11tUh at tbe controls would be to .:t.nsuu.nt tbll trainin!r deVice 1n an equ.tvalent .....,_.to t:be fUght bet airplaM. b fore» 
and poaitian data fro. this ~tion ean be direCtly recora« ancl ... t~ to the airpl.aln. data. ~ a ~ 1Jwt:aUatiGn could 
be used npeateclly w1 thout anr tiM for inatal.l.atioo Of uumat 41Vic:e. . 
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tABLJ OF VALIDUIOII D8t8 ( Cont 'd) 

In! !oltranee Fliqbt Condition Qualification Requir819Dt 

LEVEL 

HAIDLIJG QQALITIIS CS!AtiC CQBtRQL CH!CIB cont'dl 1 2 3 • 5 6 7 

Ptdal ~ition VI . !5 lb (2 . 22• dall) % % % 
Foret Brlfkout 

!5 lb (2.22. dall) 
or !_10' Foret 

<•> Joaewhttl St11rin; !2 lb ( . 89 dall) Ground % % % 
Foret Brlfkout 

!3 lb (1 . 33. d.aJI ) 
or !10' Foret 

(5) Ruddtr Pt<lal Stllring !2 
. 

Joalllhlll Growld % % % 
Calibration An9lt 

(6) Pitch trill 
. 

!0. 5 of eo.puted Ground % % 
Calibration tria An91t 
Indicator va . eo.putt<l . 

(7) Ali~t of Powtr !5 of Powtr Lever Ground I % 
Levtr (or Crota An9lt or Crest Shaft 
Shaft AniJle) VI. An9lt or !qui valtnt 
S.ltcttd ln9inl 
Par..,ttr ( i . • . , 
!PR, Nl' !orqu~, 
Kanifo d Prtaaurt, 
ttc.) 

COIMnts 

If appropriatt to tht 
airplane or 11t 
of airplane• btin; 
at.Jlattd . 

If appropriatt to tht 
airplane or 11t of 
airplanta being 
at.ulated . 

> > 
'0 0 
'0 
0 ~ 
:3 N 
P-0 
,.... I 
>< J>-

c.n 
N > 

N ....... 
V1 
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tAILI or pun&nOII DID cccm•ct) 

la1; lplVIJJC!I Wqbt QmW;ion 

2. RAIPLDIG QOALmq ClfAUC cqmq, QIICIB cgnt. 'ell 1 2 

(8) aru. "--al .t2 • hcSal ro.1t1an Ground 
ro.i t.ion va. Pore. .t5 lb (2.22. dalf) 

or 10\ 

b. DrJWIIC CXII'!IIOL CRICU** 

(1) Pitcb Cantrol .t10\ r~ ror Bach taJreoff, CruiM, 
zero~ 
.tlO' Allplltude of 
2nd an4 SUM~ 
o.r.nboota Greater 
2han S. of Initial 
Diaplac I at. 
11 Onraboat. 
bfer to Pan9rallb 3 
tbU AFPeadU· 

UJ Roll Contzol s- .. ( 1) aboVe. ~ff, Cru1-, 
Lan4iniJ 

, 

(3) Yaw cantrol ....... (1) aboVe. takeoff. enu.., 
Lanlling 

LBVBL 

3 4 5 6 1 

X I X 

I 

z 

I 

cmse:rta 

eo.putar output r.eultiJ uy 
be UNd to Mow a.pllanee. 
•Levels 3 and 6 only need 

data po1nta at zero and 
•ul .. b~ application. 

Data llbolllcl be nomal control 
cUQla~ in both 
cn.r.ct:iar.. lpp~telT 25\ 
to 50\ of full tllrav. 

bfer to par>o 3 of t.hia 
Appen4lx 

N -1.11 -\0 
N 

HCo~. vbeel, and pedal IIC*iUon n . force or ti.e ehall be .....ured at tbe control. An alternative lll8thod acceptable to tbe MSPH 1n 
Ueu of the t.at future at the c:ontrol8 would be to ~the trainin9 device in an equivalent unner to the fUght tnt airplane. 
!be fon:a and position data fro. t.h.la ~t1e~n em be clirec:tly recordad. and utc:ftecl to tha airplane data. SUch a perunant 
iJWtallat.ion ccu1cl be UHd repu.tecny vitbout any t..t. for inlltallation of uternal deYiCN . 
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2. 

bll 

HNJDLING OOALIIUS 

c . LOIGIIUDIJAL 

(1) Powtr Ch&n91 Dynaaica 

Power Chan9e Force 

(2 ) Flap Chan9e Dynaaict 

Flap ~ Force 

(3) Spoiltr/SpetdbraJte 
Chan9• l)ynaaict 

( 4) Gear Chan9e Dynaaica 

Gear Ch&1191 Force 

-

WLI or VALJQ6t l01 usrs c cant • ct > 

Ioltrtnet Fliqbt Condition Qualification Rtquir~e~nt 

LEVEL 

1 2 J 4 5 ' 7 

.tl Kt. Airtpttd Crui11 or Approad\ I 
!100 P11t (JO Htttrt) 
Altitude . 
_!20\ or _!1. 5 Pitd\ 

!5 lb or !20\ Crui11 or Approad\ I I I J: 

.tl ICtt Airapttd IaJteoff to 8tcond I 
±100 flit (JO Kettrt) s.g..nt Cliab, 
Altituda . Approach to 
_!20\ or !_1 . 5 Pitch Landing 

!5 lb or ±.20\ IaJttoff to Stcond I I I I 
S.~t Clillb, 
Approach to 
Landing 

!3 Ktt Airapttd Crui11 and I 
±100 r .. t (30 Hetert) Approach 
Altitudt . 
±20\ or _!1 . 5 Pitch 

.!3 Ktt Airapttd TaJteott to Second I 
±100 Feet (30 Hetera) S~t Cliab, 
Altitude . Approach to 
.±20\ or f.1.S Pitch Wnding 

±5 lb or ±20\ 'faJttotf to Stcond I I J: I 
St~nt Clillb, 
Approach to 
Landing 

----- ----- - ----

Sna~tt will be 
accept.tlle . Poutr d\angll 
dynaaict will be accepted . 

lnapebott will be acceptable. 
Plap changt dynaaict will be 
accepted. 

Snapahota will be acceptable . 
Gtar change dynaaict will bt 
accepted . 
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2. 

T.\BLE or VALIDAtiOI! DSIS ( Cont ' d ) 

IH! toltrVlce FliQbt Con4ition Qualification Rtqyirfi8Dt 

LBVEL 

HAKPLIHG QOALITI!S lLQftGitQDIIfAL cont'dl 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

(5) Gtar and Flap ;t3 S.conda or Taktotf, I I l l l 
Operating Ti- 10\ of TiM Approach 

0 

(6) Lon~itudinal tria !1 Pitch COntrol Cruitt, Approach, I l l l I 
(8\ab and !ltv) Landing 
!1 Pitch Angla 
;t2\ Net 'l'hruat 
or equivalent in 
Cruiae 
;t5\ Met Thruat, 
or equivalent in 
Approach and Landing 

(7) Lon~i tudinal KaJwuver- .!5 lb (+2 . 224 daR ) Cruiat, Approach I I 
ing Stability (Stick or ;t10\ COlu.n Landing 
l'orct/~) Force or 

Equivalent Surface 

(8) Longitudinal Static !5 lb (+2 . 224 daH) Approach I l I I I 
Stability or + 10\ COlUIII'l 

Force or 
Equivalent Surface 

( 9) Phugoid Dynaaica ;t1011 of Period Cruite I I 
;t10\ of t i aa to 1/2 
or Double Aaplitude 
or ! · 02 of Duping 
Ratio 

!1011 of Pariod Cruiae I I l 
With Reprtlentative 
Daaping 

- ---- --- -·- - - -

COMtDtl 

Kay be a anapehot . 

Levels 2, 3, and 5 
uy uat equivalent etick and 
tria controller• in lieu of 
stabilizer and elevator . 

Kay bt a .. r i t a of anap&hot 
tteta . Force or eurface 
deflection auat bt in the 
correct direction. 

Kay bt anapahot teata. Level a 
2, 3, and 5 au•t eXhibit 
positive static ttability, but 
need not coaply wi th the 
BD~~rical tolerance . 

Teat ahould include 6 cycle• 
or that tufficient to 
dateraine tiM to 1/2 
aaplitucSt, whichever it 1•••· 

N -VI -\D 
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fABLE OF VALIDATION t!St& ( Cont • d) 

tu1 toleranct flight ConditiQO Qualification Require~~nt 

LEVEL 

HANDLIIO QOALitiiS 'LADJW, DIR!CTIOifAL Coot I ell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(10) Short Period ~c• ~\-5 
. 

Pitch or 
2 /ttc Pitch Rate 

Cruite I I 

~.lOg Noraal 
Acctleration 

cl. LArBIIAL DIRBCTIOifAL 

(1) ~ Control SPMCI, ~3 Kta AirtP"d 1'akeo:ff or Lanclin9 I 
Air ( ac:a) , per (whichever ia -t 
device'• critical in 
Applicable Airvorthi- airpl..ant) 
rw•• Standard, or Low 
Speed Bn<.Jint 
Inoperative Handling 
Charactarittic:a in Air 

(2) Roll Rea ponte (Rata) ±.10\ or ~2 "J•ec. Crui., and Lanc1in9 I I I I I 
Roll Rate or Approach 

(3) Roll Overllhoot !2 
. 

or ±.10\ of Bank Approach or I I I 
or Lanclinq 
rt.aponte to Roll 

±10\ or ~2./ttc Roll Controller Step 
Input Rata 

(4) Spiral Stability Correct t rend Cruit1 I I . 
Correct trend ~3 Crui•• I I 
of Bank Angle or 
~10\ in 30 81CI. . 
Correct trend !2 CruiM J. 
of Bank Angle or 
±.10' in 20 Beet. 

eo ... nta 

Data averaged froa aultipl• 
teat• in the .- direction 
..Y be uatd . 

>> 
'tl(") 
'tl 
~ _. 
::3 I'V 
0.0 
..... ' X l>-

Vl 
I'V > 

Level 7 requires teat in both 
N 
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WLI Of VALID,\tiON DStS (Cont'd) 

tH1 toltrtDCt Flight Condition Qualification RtQUirt~ent 

LIVEL 

tw!DLIIO QOALIII!S lL.UIJIAL DIRictiOIIAL cgot'dl 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 . 
(5) l:ngint Inoperative .!1 Jbfdder Angle Second 8egilent X 

t ria or ,!1 tab Anglt Approach or 
or .!quivalent Pedal IAncling 
,!2 Bidealip Anglt 

(6) Ruddtr Retporwt ,!2 °/NC or ,!10\ Approach or X X 
Yaw Rat• or Landi119 
HeadiD9 Olange 

Roll Rate ,!2 • .aec. Approach or X X X 
Bank Anga .!3 IAncling 

(7) Dutch Roll , ,!10\ of Period. Cruitt and X X 
Yaw Duptr OFF ,!10\ of !J..t t o Approach or 

1/2 or Double Landing 
bplitude or 
,!. 02 of Daapil'l9 Ratio 

,!10\ of Period Cruht and X 
Vith Correct trtnd Approach or 
and Nu.her of Landil'l9 
OVtrahoota 

(8) Btaady Btatt Bidttlip For given r11ddtr Approach or X X X X X 
or Heading Anglt ~ition .!2 Bank, IAncling 

.!1 Sidttl\5', 
,!10\ or !2 . Ailtron, 
,!10\ or ±5 Spoiltr 
or Equivalent lnwtl 
Poti tioo or Force 

- -- -- --------- ------ - '- - -- '--

CoMtQtt 

Hay be anapehot ttat . 

t eat -y be claltted if ruddtr 
input and rttponat ia shown in 
dutch roll ttat . 

t -t , ay be roll raaponaa to 
a given ruddtr deflection . 

For Laval 7, additional 
requirteent of ,!20\ or 1 .. c . 
of tJ..t difftrtnee bet--. 
pttka of bank and aidtalip . 

Kay be a ttritt of anapthot 
ttata . 

N ....... 
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2'ULI Qt! YALID.\tJOl! DSD (Cont'd) 

11!1 toltranc;a Fliqbt Con4ition 

3 . mtiiiG 1 ~ 

a. AU!OHArlC !ES!INO. AMUW 
ror quic:klr and effectiv.ly teetin!J 
traini.ng device pr~ Gill 
hardware. !hia could include an 
autoaated a~tea vhich could be UMd 
for conducting at l ... t a portion of 
the teata in the ATG. 

b. ax:JtPn' I1I8TRUKJDIT RESPOIISI 

(1) Inatru.nt &yau.e 150 ail.l.iaeconda or takeoff, Cru.iH 
r•ponae to an abrupt leN attar airplane ApproaCh or 
pilot controller reeponae. Lancl.1nv 
input I c:m;pared to 
airpl.Gw naponae for 300 ull.iaeconda or takeoff , Cruiae X 
a aiall.ar input . Q'18 lea after airplane 
tMt ia required in reeporwe. 
Nc:h u.ia (pitch, 
roll .ncl yav) ~ -ch 
of the 3 c:ondi tiona. 
(Total t tMta. ) 

Or 

'l'raneport Delay. 150 ailllaec:on.s. or Pitch, Roll, Yav 
One tnt ia required 1 ... attar ccntrol 
in each u.ia. (!otal ~. 
3 tnta.) 

300 ailliHC:Onda or Pitch, loU, Yav X 
leN. 

L!YBL 

3 4 5 6 7 

l 

l 

X X l 

.I 

l X X 

Cqp prt:a 

A Sta~t of ec.puanc:. 
refennc:in!J ~tar opera-

~~ 
~ 
n~=N 
~0 
~·I 
><• 

U1 
N> 

tion update n~. etc. , Vhich 
MIICribe hov tlw 150/300 
ailllaecond tla1n!J Ja ac:hitwed 
vUl be accepblble. 
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fLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE VALIDATION TiS~ (Cont'd) 

3. CONTROL DYNAMICS. The characteristics of an 
aircraft flight control system have a major effect 
on the handling qualities . A significant consider
ation in pilot acceptability of an aircraft is the 
"feel" provided through the cockpit controls . 
Considerable effort is expended on aircraft feel 
system design in order to deliver a systea with 
which pilots will be coefortable and consider the 
airplane desirable to fly. In order for a flight 
training device to be representative, it too mu:tt 
present the pilot with the proper "feel;" 
essentially that of the respective airplane. 

Recordings such as free response lo an impulse or 
step function are classically used to estimate the 
dynamic properties of electromechanical systems . In 
any case, it is only possible to estimate the 
dynamic properties as a result of only being able to 
estimate true inputs and responses. Therefore, it 
is imperative that the best possible data be 
collected since, close matching of the control 
loading system to the airplane systems is essential. 

For initial and upgrade evaluations, it is required 
that control dynamic characteristics be measured at 
and recorded directly from the cockpit controls . 
This procedure is usually accomplished by measuring 
the free response of the controls using a step or 
pulse input to excite the syste111. The procedure 
must be accomplished in takeoff, cruise, and landing 
flight conditions and configurations. 

For airplanes with irreversible control systems, 
measurement may be obtained on the ground if proper 
Pitot-static inputs are provided to represent 
airspeeds typical of those encountered in flight . 
Likewise, it may be shown that for some airplanes, 
takeoff, cruise, and landing configut"ations have 
like effects. Thus, one aay suffice for another. 
If either or both considerations apply, engineering 
validation or airplane manufacturer rationale must 
be submitted as justification for ground tests or 
for eliminating a configuration. For devices 
requiring static and dynamic tests at the controls, 
special test fixtures will not be required during 
initial and upgrade evaluations if the operator's 
ATG shows both test fixture results and the results 
of an alternate approach, such as computer plots 
which were produced concurrently and show 
satisfactory agreement. Repeat of the alternate 
method during the initial evaluation would then 
satisfy this test requirement. 

a . Control Dvnamics. The dynaaic properties of 
control systems are often stated in terms of 
frequency, damping, and a number of other classical 
measures which can be found in texts on control 
systems . In order to establish a consistent means 
of showing test results for control loading, 
criteria are needed that will clearly define the 
interpretation of the measurements and the 
tolerances to be applied. Criteria are needed for 
both the underdamped system and the overdamped 
syste•, including the critically damped case. In 
case of an underdamped system with very lisht 
damping, the system may be quantified in terms of 
frequency and damping . In critically damped or 
overdamped systems, the frequency and damping are 
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[LIQKT TRAJNING DEVICE VALIDATION TESTS (Cont'd) 

not readily measured from a response time history. 
Therefore, soae other aeasureaent must be used . 

Tests to verify that control feel dynamics represent 
the airplane wst show that the dynaaic d811ping 
cycles (free response of the controls) match that of 
the airplane within 10 percent of period and 
10 percent of damping. The method of evaluating the 
response is described below for the underdamped and 
critically damped ca5e&. 

(1) Underdamped Response. Two measure
ments are required for the period, the time to first 
zero crossing (in case a rate limit is present) and 
the subsequent frequency of oscillation. It is 
necessary to aeasure cycles on an individual basis 
in case there are nonuniform periods in the 
response. 

The damping tolerance should be applied to 
overshoots on an' individual basis. Care should be 
taken when applying the tolerance to small over
shoots since the significance of sucb overshoots 
becomes questionable. Only those overshoots larger 
than 5 percent of the total initial displacement 
should be considered significant. The results 
should show the same ouaber of significant over
shoots to within one when compared against the 
aircraft data. This procedure for evaluating the 
response is illustrated in Figure 1 . 

(2) Critically Damped or Overdamped 
Response. Due to the nature of critically damped 
responses (no overshoots), the time to reach 
90 percent of the steady state (neutral point) value 
should be the same as the airplane within 
±10 percent. The flight trainins device response 

should be critically damped 
illustrates the procedure. 

Tolerances 

also. Figure 2 

The following table summarizes the tolerances, T. 
See Figures 1 and 2 for ao illustration of the 
referenced measurements. 

T(P
0

) 

T(P1 ) 

T(Pn) 
T(~) 

T(Ad) 
Ovenhoots 

,:t10% of P0 
±10% of P, 
±10% of Pn 
±10% of A1 , 20% of 
Subsequent Peaks 
,:t5% of Ad 
.±.1 

b. Alternate Method for Control Dynamics. One 
airplane manufacturer asserts that adjusting a 
control loading system for column releases may 
introduce an unnecessary error for normal pilot 
commands away from neutral. Instead of free 
response measurements, the system would be validated 
by measure•ents of column force as a function of 
hands on column rate. 

For each axis of pitch, roll, and yaw, the control 
shall be forced to its extreme position at two 
distinct rates. One that achieves maxiiiiWD 
deflection in approximately 2 seconds and one that 
achieves maximum deflection in approximately 1 
second. Tolerances on the total force shall be the 
same as for the static check with the additional 
requireaent that the dynamic increment be in the 
correct sens~ relative to the static force level . 
Where flight configurations influence the feel 
forces of the controls, these tests shall be 
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FtJGHT TRAINING DEVICE VALIDATION TESTS (Cont'd) 

conducted at a typical taxi, takeoff, cruise. and 
landing condition. 

The FAA is open to alternative means such as the one 
described above. Such alternatives must, however, 
be justified and appropriate to the application. 
Por exaaple, the method described here 11ould not 
likely apply to other manufacturers' systems and 
certainly not to airplanes with reversible control 
systems. Hence, each case must be considered on its 
own merit on an ad hoc basis. Should the PAA find 
that alternative methods do not result in 
satisfactory performance, then 110re conventionally 
accepted methods must be used. 
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FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE VALIDATION TljSTS (Con t' d) 

A<i+----

P•Period 
A•Amplitude 
T(P)•Tolerance applied 

to Period 
T(A)•Tolerance applied 

to Amplitude 

------z=:=:::.,.; - - ----1 - .. ·~· -_:;z -- z---- '*'-- --
T(Ad>{!___ !- Residual Baud 

At I I I ~ 

.p,..f4 PI 

Displace-.ent 
VS 

Time 

Fisure 1. Onder-Daaped Step Response 
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FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE VALIDATION TESTS (Cont 'd ) 

~ 

90% of Aci 

Q.l 

Po 

Displacement 
VS 

Time 

Figure 2. Critically-damped Step Response 
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APPENDIX 3. FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

1. DISCUSSION . Accurate replication of the airplane's systems functions will 
be checked at each flight crewmember position by an FAA specialist. This 
includes procedures using the operator's approved manuals and checklists. 
Handling qualities, perforZftance, and systems operation will be subjectively 
assessed by an appropriately qualified FAA inspector. 

The operator ~ay request that the inspector assess the flight training device 
for a special aspect of an operator's training program during the functions and 
subjective portion of a recurrent evaluation. For example, such an assessment 
~Y include a portion of a Line-Oriented Flight Training scenario or special 
eaphasis ite111s in the operator's training program, if appropriate. Unless 
directly related to requirement for the current qualification level, the results 
of such an evaluation would not affect the training device's current status. 

Operational principal navigation systems including inertial navigation systems, 
OMEGA, or other long-range systems, and the associated electronic display systems 
will be evaluated if installed. The inspector will include in his report the 
effect of the system operation and system limitations. 

2. TEST REQUIREMENTS. The ground and flight tests and other checks required 
for qualification are listed in the Table of Functions and Subjective Tests. 
The table includes maneuvers and procedures that are acco11plisbed during the 
evaluation process to assure that the flight training device functions and 
performs appropriately. It must be understood that there is no direct 
correlation between the maneuvers and procedures in this appendix and any 
maneuver or procedure that may be authorized for a training event or checking 
event under FAR Parts 61, 63, 121, 125, 135, or 141. Maneuvers and procedures 
are also included to address some features of advanced technology airplanes and 
innovative trainins prosrams. For example, "high angle of attack maneuvering" 
is inc! uded to provide an alternative to "approach to stalls." Such an 
alternative is necessary for aircraft employing flight envelope liraiting systems . 
The portion of the table addressins pilot functions and maneuvers is divided by 
flight phases. 

All systems functions will be assessed for normal and, where appropriate, 
alternate operations. Normal, abnor~al, and emergency procedures associated with 
a flight phase will be assessed durin& the evaluation of maneuvers or events 
within that flight phase. Systems are listed sep~rately under "Any Flight Phase" 
to assure appropriate attention to systems checks. 

Par 1 1 
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APPENDIX 3. fUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS (Cont'd) 

The functions and subjective test requirements listed in the Table are not 
applicable in cas~s in which the flight training device does not include the 
system or function to be checked even though it may be indicated by the "X" in 
the Table. This is particularly true for Levels 2, 4, and 5 which require as 
little as one functioning syste~. When using the Tables, one must apply logic 
to assure the required flexibility for these devices and not require unintended 
systems. 

There are maneuvers that will be subjectively evaluated under asyametric thrust 
conditions. For Level 7, this will be applicable only for those highly augmented 
airplanes in which flight test data verify the absence of motion without pilot 
input during the maneuver beins accomplished. In the absence of this data for 
Level 7 and for all situations in Levels 1-6, these asymmetric thrust maneuvers 
are evaluated here Qn!y to verify that the procedures for the specific event may 
be accomplished satisfactorily. This evaluation does not imply that the maneuver 
itself, or the demonstration of proficiency in the application of the procedures. 
may be accomplished in any vehicle other than an appropriately qualified 
simulator or the airplane. 

2 Par 2 
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TABLE OF fUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

1. F.UNCTIONS AND MANEUVERS 

a . PREPARATION FOR FLIGHI 

(1) Preflight. Accomplish a 
functions check of all installed switches, 
indicators, systems, and equipment at all 
crewmembers' and instructors' stations, and 
determine that the cockpit or flight deck area 
design and functions replicate the appropriate 
airplane. 

b. SURFACE OPERATIONS (PRE-TAKEOFF) 

(1) Engine start. 

(i) Normal start. 

(ii) Alternate start procedure. 

(iH) Abnormal starts and shut-
downs (hot start, hung start, etc.). 

(2) Pusbback. 

(3) Thrust response. 

(4) Power lever friction. 

1 2 

X 

X* 

X 

X 

LEVEL 

3 4 5 6 7 

X X X X X 

X X* X* X X 

X X* X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

CoDIIlents 

I 

For Levels 2 and 3 coc~- I 

pit fligbt deck area 
design and functions must j 
be representative of the 
appropriate set of 
airplanes. 

*If appropriate to 
I installed systems. 

*If appropriate to I 

installed systems. 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS Cont'd) 

1 

(5) Brake operation (normal and 
alternate/emergency). 

(6) Brake fade (if applicable). 

(7) Other. 

c. TAKEOFF 

(1) Normal. 

(i) Powerplant checks (engine 
parameter relationships). 

(ii) Acceleration 
characteristics. 

(iii) Nosewheel and rudder 
steering. 

(i'{) Effect of crosswind. 

(v) Special performance. 

(vi) InstrWient. 

(vii) Landing gear, wing flap 
leading edge device operation. 

(viii) Other. 

(2) Abnormal/Emergency. 

(i) Rejected. 

(ii) Rejected special 
performance. 

LEVEL 

2 3 4 5 6 

X* X X* X 

X* X X* X* X 

X* X X* X 

X* X X* X 

X X X X 

X X 

X X X X 

X* X X* X 

X X 

X X 

7 Co11111ents 

X *If appropriate to 
installed systems. 

X 

X *If appropriate to 
installed systems. 

X *If appropriate to 
installed systems. 

X *If appropriate to 
installed systems. 

X 

X 

X 

X *If appropriate to 
installed systems . 

X 

X 

I 

I 

I 
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TABLE OP fUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS(Cont'd) 

(iii) With failure of most 
critical engine at 110st critical f110int along 
takeoff path (continued takeoff). 

(iv) Flight control system 
failure 110des. 

(v) Other. 

d. INFLIG8T OPERATION 

(1) Cliab. 

(i) Nonaal. 

(ii) One engine inoperative 
procedures. 

(iii) Other . 

(2) Cruise. 

(i) Performance characteristics 
(speed vs. power). 

(H) Turns with/without spoilers 
{speed brake) deployed. 

(iii) High altitude handling. 

1 2 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

LEVEL 

3 4 s 6 7 

X 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

Comments 

Applicable only to those 
highly auaaented air-
planes in which flight 
test data verify 
absence of motion without 
pJlot input during this 
uneuver. 

If appropriate for the 
airplane and the 
installed systems. 

- ---
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SPBJEQTIVE TEST8(Cont'd) 

1 

(xiii) Specific flisht 
characteristics. 

(xiv) Manual flisht control 
reversion. 

(xv) Plisht control system 
failure aodes . 

(xvi) Other. 

(3) Descent . 

(i) Nonal. 

(ii) Maxi1n111 rate. 
, 

(iii) Manual flisbt control 
reversion. 

(iv) Flisht control syste. 
failure aodes. 

(v) Other. 

e . APPROACHES 

(1) Nonprecision. 

(i) All ensines operatins. 

LEVEL 

2 3 4 5 6 

X 

X 

X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X X X X 

7 Cotments 

situation or condition 
can be accompli&bed 
satisfactorily. 

X 

X If appropriate for the 
airplane. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS(Cont'd) 

(ii) One or more engines 
inoperative. 

-

(iii) Approach procedures. 

--NI>B 
--VOR, RNAV TACAN 
--DHE ARC 
--LOC/BC 
- -LDA , LOC, SDF 
--ASR 

(iv) Hissed approach. 

--All engines operating. 

--One or more engines 
inoperative (as applicable) . 

LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 5 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

6 7 Comments 

X X Level 7 - Applicable only 
to those highly augaented 
airplanes in which f l ight 
test data verify the 
absence of aotion without 
pi l ot i nput during this 
aaneuver. In the absence 
of thi s data f or Level 7 ' 
and for Levels 6 and 3 , 
t his test is accomplished 
only to verify that the 
procedures f or this 
situation or condition 
can be accomplished 
satisfactorily. 

X X 

X X 

X Applicable only to those 
highly augmented air-
planes in which flight 
test data verify the 
absence of motion without 
pilot input during this 
maneuver . 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS(Cont 'd) 

( 2) Preci sion . 

(i ) PAR - Normal . 

( i i ) ILS . 

(A) Normal . 

(B) Category I published: 
Manually cont rolled with and without flight 
di rec tor to 100 feet below publ ished decision 
height. 

(C) Ca tegory II published: 
With use of aut ocoupler, autothrot t l e, and 
autoland, as applicable . 

(D) Category IJI published: 

(1) With el ectrical 
power, source 
failure . 

(Z) With 10 knot 
tailwi nd. 

(1) Wi t h 10 knot 
crosswind . 

(iii) HLS . 

(A) Normal . 

( B) Steep glide s lope. 

--· ---- --- - ------

LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

X X X 

X* X X* X X 

X X X 

Comments 

As applicabl e . 

As appl i cabl e. *Auto-
coupled approach 
procedures . 

Tests accompli shed with 
aaxi.u. tai lwi nd and 
cro~&wind authorized i f 
less thaft 10 knot s. 

As applicable . 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SURJECTIVE TESTS(Cont'd) 

1 

(C) Fro• steep glide slope. 

f. SURFACE OP£RATIONS {PQST LANDING) 

(1) Landing roll . 

(i) Spoiler operation. 

{ii) Reverse thrust operation. 

(iii) Other. 

g. ANY FLIGHT PHASE 

(1) Aircraft and powerplant systeas 
operation. 

(i). Air conditioning. 

(ii) Anti icing/d,eicing. 

(iii) Auxiliary powerplant. 

{iv) ColiiiUilications. 

(v) Electrical. 

(vi) Fire detection and 
suppression. 

LEVEL 

2 3 4 5 6 

X X X X 

X* X* X* X 

X X 

X X X X X 

- -

1 CoiiiiDents 

X As applicable. 

X *If applicable to 
installed systems. 

X 

X If applicable to 
installed systems. 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AHD SU8JECTIYE tESTS{Cont'd) 

1 

(vii) Flaps. 

(viii) FlJgbt controls (including 
spoiler/speedbrake). 

(ix) Fuel and oil. 

(x) Hydraulic . 

(xi) Landing gear. 

(xii) Oxygen. 

(xiii) PneUBatic. 

(xiv) Powerplant. 

(xv) Pressurization. 

(2) Flight management and auidance 
systems. , 

(i) Automatic landing aids. 

(ii) Automatic pilot. 

(iii) Thrust manasement/auto-
throttle. 

(iv) Flight data displays. 

(v) Flight management computers. 

LEVEL 

2 3 4 5 6 

I 

X X X X X 

I 
I 

7 Co1111ents 

X If applicable to 
installed systems. 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS(Cont'd) 

(vi) Flight director/systea 
displays . 

(A) Head down. 

(B) Head up. 

(vii) Navigation systems. 

(viii) Stall warning/avoidance. 

(ix) Stability and control 
aupentation. 

(x} Other. 

(3) Airborne procedures 

(i) Rolding. 

(ii} Other. 

(4) Engine shutdown and parking. 

(i) Syste.a oper•tion. 

(ii) Parking brake operation. 

(5) Other 

LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 s 6 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

7 Couents 

X If applicable to 
installed syste•s# 

X If applicable to 
installed systems . 
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APPENDIX 4. EXAMPLES 

fiGURE 1 • APPLICATION LETTER 

FIGURE 2. ATG COVER PAGE 

FIGURE 3. INFORMATION PAGE 

AC 120-45A 
Appendix 4 

PAGE NO. 

1 

2 

3 

i (and ii) 
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APPENDIX 4. EXAMPLES (Cont'd) 

Name, POI, --------------- Airlines 

FAA FSDO 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Dear Mr . 

(Operator Name) requests evaluation of our 

airplane flight training device for qualification at Level 

AC 120-45A 
Appendix 4 

(Tvpe) 

The 

(Operator Name) flight training device is fully defined on 

page ________ of the accompanying approval test guide (ATG). We have completed 

tests of the flight training device and certify that it meets all applicable 

requirements and the guidance of Advisory Circular (AC) 120-45A. Appropriate 

hardware and software configuration control procedures have been established. 

Pilots we have designated as our representatives have assessed the flight 

training device and we concur with their finding that it conforms to the 

(Operator Name) (Type) airplane cockpit configuration 

and that the simulated systems and subsystems function equivalently to those in 

the airplane. These pilots have also assessed the performance and flying 

qualities of the flight training device and we concur wi th their finding that 

it represents the respective airplane . 

(Added comments as desired.) 

Sincerely, 

FIGURE 1. Application Letter 
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APPENDIX 4, EXAMPLES lCont'dl 

(OPERATOR NAME) 

(OPERATOR ADDRESS) 

FAA APPROVAL TEST GUIDE 

(AIRPLANE MODEL) 

(Level of Fliabt Trainina Device) 
(Traininr Device Identification Including 

Manufacturer, Serial Number) 

(Location) 

FAA Initial Evaluation 
nate: 

2 

{Operator Approval) Date: 

FAA, Manager, National 
Simulator Program 

FIGURE 2. Example ATG Cover Page 

Date: 

2/5/92 
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OP&RATOR DEVICE CODE: 

AIRPLANE MODEL: 

APPENDIX 4 . EXAMPLES (Cont 'd) 

OPERATOR 

MTD-441 /11 

MTD-441-B 

AC 120-45A 
Appendix 4 

AEBODXNAMIC DATA REVISION: MTD-441-B CPX-8D July 1988 

ENGINE MODEL AND REVISION: CPX-8D-RPT-1 June 1988 

FLIGHT CONtROLS DATA REYISIOH: MTD-441-B May 1988 

FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: Berry XP 

TRAINING DEVICE MODEL AND MANUFACTURER: MFD-7X Tinker 

PATE OF MANUfACTURE: 1988 

COMPUTER: CIA 

FIGURE 3. In(prmation Page 3 (and 4) 




